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World Leader in Asphalt Paving Turns
to Watlow® for Thermal Solutions
When road builders pave with
asphalt, tough construction
conditions pose several threats to
peak performance of the screeds
used to flatten, shape and smooth
the driving surface.
Maintaining a uniform
temperature over the entire screed
plate – essential to the quality and
density of the finished road – is a
particular challenge. It is one that
Caterpillar® (Cat®), the world’s
leading paving equipment maker,
has turned to Watlow® to fulfill
with its FIREBAR® flattened
tubular heaters since 2008.
In June 2016, the CAT® Paving
engineering team initiated
the pursuit of several screed
enhancements and approached
Watlow for help. In addition
to full-surface heat uniformity,
CAT® Paving sought to eliminate
moisture from reaching the
connector, speed heating time for
the screeds, safely produce higher
temperatures, reduce service calls
and make it easier to replace
heaters in the field.
“In our work with customers,
we find problems are the root of

improvement and innovation,”
said Mike Ruhr, FIREBAR
production engineering team
leader at Watlow’s manufacturing
center of excellence in Hannibal,
Missouri. Watlow’s thermal
systems knowledge enabled
design breakthroughs. “Sales
engineer Brad McDonnell
brought his experience with our
FIREBAR and sensor products
together because he had seen
similar problems with sensors in
harsh, industrial environments.
The trick with electricity is
keeping moisture out. We adapted
our high-tech sensor seal for use

with our FIREBAR in similar
environments.”

“In our work
with customers,
we find problems
are the root of
improvement and
innovation.”
Mike Ruhr
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Ruhr enlisted a cross-functional
team with expertise in sensors,
tubular heater design and handson manufacturing to develop a
full understanding of needs in
priority order. The CAT® Paving
engineering team visited Watlow’s
Hannibal plant to see how the
FIREBAR was made, explain the
CAT® Paving assembly process
and visit Watlow’s onsite test lab.
With a thorough understanding
of customer needs in hand,
Ruhr coordinated the work
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of a 21-member team to
apply Watlow’s lean product
development process to generate
ideas then develop and test
design improvements. The most
promising solutions were also
laboratory- and field-tested by the
CAT® Paving team.

more abrasion- and cut-resistant
by changing sheathing materials,
creating watertight interfaces
for submersion conditions and
pinpointing adhesives that could
withstand high temperatures.
Materials were changed to
increase insulation resistance up
to 200°C/392°F as CAT® Paving
Over the course of about 18
devised electrical system and
months, team members explored
programming improvements.
every aspect of the heater
Other changes enabled the Watlow
technology and associated sensors. team to load the connector
Watlow developed ways to make
assembly up to 675 volts, 40%
its FIREBAR wiring terminations higher than the normal limit.
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Tight clearances and overall space
limitations within the screeds
required compact solutions.
The new FIREBAR heaters have
virtually eliminated nuisance
electrical circuit breaker trips,
associated service calls and
heater failures due to moisture
penetration. In collaboration
with Watlow, CAT® Paving’s
new clamping system for the
heaters delivered a double win:
More uniform screed heating
due to better contact between the
heaters and the screed’s metal
plate, especially near the edges
where heat loss is greatest, plus
fast slide-in/slide-out heater
replacements in the field.

“The solutions were so novel that
Caterpillar® asked us to apply
for a patent on the solutions we
developed,” Ruhr said. “We
were able to do our best work
because we had highly competent
teams on both sides working

together, building trust and deeply
understanding the impact of every
potential change. When we bring
together smart people who trust
each other, we can solve tough
problems.”

“The solutions were so novel that Caterpillar® asked us to
apply for a patent on the solutions we developed.”
Mike Ruhr
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Watlow’s FIREBAR® Design Team
Product Engineering, Team Leader: Mike Ruhr
Outside Sales Engineer: Brad McDonnell
Account Managers: Joe Herrera and Bob Klein
Lead Operators: Chris Sanders and Courtney Berhager
Production Operators: Gabby Baker, Jerry Barger, Terry Jones, Tennille Freiburg
Machine Shop: Jeff Narramore and Jeff Hibbs
Designers: Marla Wisdom and Jay Stiles
Manufacturing Engineers: Neal Yarrington, Kurt Allen and Curt St. Clair
Quality Engineers: Margie Harvey and Gary Scholes
Production Team Leaders: Richie Gilmore and Rob Cloyd

Watlow FIREBAR® team applied its lean product
development process to achieve superb heater
performance improvements for CAT® Paving’s asphalt
paving screeds. The solutions have virtually eliminated
field service calls, a mark of extreme reliability.

